
You’ve Been Schooled

	 Why was it, the question kept rising up over the years.
Well, why was it that those schools most quickly and aggressively labeled as “drop-out 

factories” – schools slated for closure or an endless chain of reforms, schools forced through the 
fatal destabilization of restructure and redesign, schools branded publicly as being underused 
failures, schools negatively marked with the highly publicized letter grade of an F – well, why 
was it that such a large percent of these schools (shoot, pretty much all of them) had traditionally 
served as a home to non-dominant-culture, non-privileged-class, minority students?
	
 Hey!  Was it a possibility – this proposition came directly from students attending a few 
of the now infamously labeled “drop-out factories” – that the closure of, and constant incursion 
into, low-scoring, low-income schools had little to do with a true-life educational support, but 
was alternately connected to (and spurred on by) the larger society’s easily manipulated fear of 
immigrants?
	
 Civil Rights’ activists, leaders initially willing to proffer up a carefully blindered support 
for the national argument that an uncompromisingly engendered testing data would allow a 
benevolent focus upon poorest students, found that their attention kept snagging on the confusing 
flow of deregulated reforms which, accountability year after accountability year, were now being 
belligerently forced into lowest-income neighborhoods.  
	
 Tentatively, concerned leaders began to band together; gradually, they started to organize.  
Having repeatedly heard frightening stories from those most affected by the unfettered initiatives 
of reform, after years of effort, the most adamant leaders managed to wangle the ultimate coup – 
a face-to-face meeting with the man currently responsible for the biggest test-score-punitive 
funding race of all time: 
	
 The President of the United States.
	
 People not invited to the meeting?
	
 Collectively held their breath. 

Activists, community members, parents, students, relatives and neighbors. 
Teachers, advisors, counselors, support staff and old-school principals.
Together and individually?
Anxiously everyone waited.
And, as they waited – apprehensively they recalled: 
Watching helplessly as, year after year, test-score abuses took long-known administrators 

and educators out of neighborhood schools; speaking out at school board meetings, public 
forums, and specially instigated round-table discussions to tell those who showed up to listen 
how hard they’d been hit by reform dictates; carefully voicing concerns, clearly, emotionally and 
eruditely, only to see – despite their anxiously stated protests – schools drastically changed, 
chaotically invaded, and impersonally closed; witnessing as school closures not only 
destabilized, but methodically destroyed traditionally protective neighborhoods.  

Students forced out of local communities through mandates of redesign and closure 
remembered: Detailing the burdensome expectation for traveling across town to dominant-
culture-heavy, publicly-labeled “good” schools; describing the hardship of getting up in the wee 
hours of the morning to spend time transferring, often in cold winter weather, from bus to bus; 
explaining about the sting of riding these same buses home even as students of privilege 
(students whose lives unfolded next door to so many of these test-score proclaimed “good” 
schools) participated in after-school programs.  



Music; sports; debate; student council.  
Art clubs; honor societies; computer classes; science programs.    
Agitated community members remembered: Fearfully speaking out about the harrowing 

confrontation created when students forced away from culturally protective neighborhoods were 
ordered to cross unseen but agonizingly recognized gang and culture lines; talking, even, of 
death; of children who had died and who, in days still endlessly bent to a student-detached, test-
score-based reform, continued to die even as the cyclically implemented mandates of closure and 
redesign – mandates so egregiously disconnected from low-income realities that, with a blind 
detachment, they instigated an escalating social collision – commanded children to transcend 
years of profoundly held, and violently enforced, borders.

Students, teachers and school employees remembered: Voicing concerns about the 
frightening number of children who, after the initial instigation of reform?  Could no longer be 
found; students who had been lost in the many innovative shuffles.  Students who were, now, 
gone, no longer attending any school at all.*  

Demoralized educators recalled: Speaking up year after year, looking for help and 
seeking support; articulating the pain of being compelled to leave schools close to the heart, of 
being assigned to work in buildings far from home, of being expected to forego even a minimal 
respect for past experience, of watching years of ability and talent be humiliatingly ignored; 
explaining in detail how evaluation and testing procedures were often devastatingly and unfairly 
administered; arguing, repeatedly and publicly, that testing mandates?

Grievously ignored the actual, true-life needs of students.
Hearing the anxiety; heeding the ever-louder call for action – Civil Rights’ leaders now 

led the way.  Off they went to Washington D.C., in keen anticipation of their long-awaited 
meeting with the President.  

Together, they sat down.  They talked.  They listened.  
Who knows; maybe they even had tea.
And, then?  
They left their hard-won summit enlightened. 
They were smarter, now. 
They had, so very expertly, been schooled.

	
 The nation’s public education system (gosh, they had heard this directly from the 
President) needed reform.  Schools depended upon a punitive-measure testing accountability.  
Low-income students couldn’t be left to themselves.  Teachers had to be assertively evaluated.  
Testing must continue.  The President had said so.  
	
 And, my; he was such a nice, soft-spoken, articulate man.  

And Black.  
Well, half Black.  
Certainly, he would never steer non-privileged, culturally-different people wrong.
Would he?

*Even as the nation has begun to hear that modern-day graduation percentages are rising, little mention is made of 
the statistical probablity that this lauded elevation (much like that of our nation’s employment rate which inevitably 
rises when an increasing number of citizens no longer look for work) ignores that population of students who are no 
longer attending any school at all (too many, in fact, sitting passively – sometimes waiting years without even a 
conviction – inside a growing array of our reformatories, detention centers, jail cells and prisons).  


